Gilbert, Arizona

**BICYCLE FRIENDLY COMMUNITY BUILDING BLOCKS**

- Percentage of Arterial Streets with Dedicated Bicycle Facilities: 76-99%
- Updated Bicycle Plan Adopted and Being Implemented: YES
- Bicycle-Oriented Engineering Policies: LOCAL COMPLETE STREETS POLICY
- Promotion of Bike Month and Bike to Work Events: YES
- Active Bicycle Advisory Committee: YES, MEETS MONTHLY OR MORE FREQUENTLY
- Active Bicycle Advocacy Group: YES
- Bicycle Program Staff to Population (expressed in full-time equivalents): 1 PER 423902 PEOPLE

**MODAL SPLIT OF COMMUTERS**

- BICYCLING: 0.50%
- WALKING: 0.70%
- PUBLIC TRANSPORT: 0.40%

**SCHOOLS OFFERING BICYCLING EDUCATION**

- ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS: > 90%
- MIDDLE SCHOOLS: > 90%
- HIGH SCHOOLS: > 90%

**COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHTS**

- Gilbert was awarded a Pedestrian Safety Grant in May 2012 and participated in a Maricopa Association of Government feasibility study on bicycling ($66,549).

**ABOVE DATA FROM SPRING 2013 BFC APPLICATION  LEARN MORE » WWW.BIKELEAGUE.ORG/COMMUNITIES**